
 5 STEPS TO GOVERNMENT SUCCESS IN 
SOCIAL MEDIA

1 in every 4 minutes spent on the Internet is on a social network. 

If your government organization wants to meet your audience where they are, streamlining your social media 
presence is a must. Is your organization engaging on Facebook and Twitter? Have you explored emerging platforms 
like Snapchat, Periscope, or Pinterest?  

As your audience continues to interact with a broad range of social platforms, adapting your outreach strategy to 
the complexities of each site can be daunting. Follow these five steps to ensure your organization’s success with 
social media. 

UNDERSTAND THE ROLE OF SOCIAL.
With the rise in social platforms, the effectiveness of any one social network as a primary 
communications channel becomes diluted. Content filtering, algorithms, and an influx of services 
can inundate users and limit the public sector’s ability to reach its entire audience with critical 
information. While social channels offer a new way to host two-way interactions with your audience, 
they’re best used for town hall events or photo contests rather than for emergency communications. 

To get alignment, create or update your organization’s social strategy document to 
outline social media’s role and distribute the document among key stakeholders.

DRIVE SOCIAL TRAFFIC WITH DIRECT CHANNELS.
Unlike social networks, organizations build and own the entirety of their email or mobile databases. 
By focusing on the growth of direct channels like email and mobile, organizations can leverage that 
engaged audience to promote social events or drive traffic to key social sites. Promoting a Facebook 
town hall via text message or offering an email digest to recap the day’s tweets gets your content 
noticed by your entire audience without having to rely on social algorithms. 

Don’t forget to encourage your audience to share email content to their  
social networks to extend your reach and engagement.
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GET VISUAL, GET ENGAGEMENT.
According to a recent GovLoop survey, 80% of government agencies on Facebook said photos 
are the most popular content. While the public sector sets high standards regarding what may or 
may not be allowed as posted content, behind the scenes footage or event photos are effective 
engagement tools. 

Short form video shot on mobile devices offers humanized content while  
avoiding expensive or time-consuming video production. 

DO, MEASURE, LEARN.
Best in breed social outreach is born from small tests that allow your organization to measure 
which pieces of content are most engaging on each site.  Use built-in analytics features, but also 
consider leveraging inexpensive third party social listening tools such as HootSuite or SproutSocial. 
As technology changes and audiences react to different social touch points, testing allows you to 
use feedback to inform your strategy. 

Test different topics or formats and observe which posts get organically  
shared or liked. 

MONITOR THE SOCIAL LANDSCAPE.
Facebook and Twitter have long been considered the major players, but in the last six months of 
2014, Pinterest increased its membership by 57%, while Facebook and Twitter only grew by 6% and 
18%, respectively. Other platforms, like Periscope and Snapchat, offer new ways to connect with 
youth or global audiences through live streams and short form video content. With more networks 
than ever, your audience is likely maintaining profiles across a broad range of social platforms. 

Benefit from adopting and testing new channels before content  
saturation arrives. 

We all love a good Tweet or Pin, especially when it fosters conversations with your audience. In order to reach as much 
of your audience as possible for primary or emergency communications, be sure your strategy includes direct channels 
like email and text messaging. The good news is, you can use these direct channels to drive social activity, fueling your 
social town halls, two-way interactions, and event promotions. As this social presence evolves, test and adapt your 
strategy to the audience and context of each site, and you’ll meet your audience where they are.

Sources: Global Web Index’s Social Summary; The Government’s Guide to Using Facebook
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